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This is practically a perfect suspense novel, with intriguing murders, three dimensional
characters, brilliant writing, and twists that even I didn t see coming and that s not easy to
do. 3rd book in the series They just keep getting better and better I highly recommend this
series Can t wait to read .5 Insgesamt ein sehr gutes Buch mit einer packenden Geschichte
und einem Pilot den man nicht direkt durchschaut Leider fand ich die vielen Sichtwechsel
manchmal verwirrend und unangenehm. Normally, I don t read this type of mystery novel,
but it was recommended to me by someone at a garage sale and I thought I d give it a try I
can say it was good, but not a favorite It s harder than the cozy mysteries I tend to read,
which is to be expected, but I think it contributed to why I wasn t in love with it I really
enjoyed the fairy tale angle and would like to see that theme often I recently ordered a
Grimm s Fairy Tale book because they are amazing to read as an adult, especially in a pure
form than say Disney would allow The descriptions of the area were really good and I
thought the plot was strong I think if I venture into harder mysteries in the future, I will look
this author up and see what else he has to offer. I have to tell you something, I like New
England clam chowder Now as far as canned chowder goes Progresso brand makes a
decent chowder One year, many moons ago, my wife and I were taking some time off of
work in Long Beach California We happened to stop in for dinner one evening at this
restaurant, the name lost to the ravages of time that tear at our memories, and I had a bowl

of chowder that, no matter how much time passes, I shall always remember I am sure that
the atmosphere and company had a lot to add to the bowl, however, the taste of this New
England clam chowder was absolutely wonderful.Now, what the hell does that all have to do
with this book Well this book when compared to other mystery novels is like that Long
Beach chowder The others may be Progresso, and pretty darn good at that, but this is so
damn good If you can find this guys books, I have found them somewhat difficult to find,
grab them For fans of police mystery novels Montanari is really a great author and writes a
very enjoyable book.Now I find myself very hungry after writing this review Guess I ll go
open a can of Progresso Until next time raise a spoon and read a Montanari Another
brilliant Montanari thriller, the plot twists keep you guessing right until the very end and the
characters are well written with their own back stories occasionally coming through making
them all the real The use of the Anderson fairy tales makes this book even chilling as it
takes something from your innocent childhood days and twists it into something hideous
and terrifying A brilliant fast paced page turner of a thriller This author keeps getting better It
carries on the story of the characters Byrne and Jessica but you don t have to have read
previous books It challenges the mind which is the best part of these books.

REVIEW OF AUDIOBOOK MARCH 26, 2017Narrator Scott BrickI wasn t as enad of this as

many have been It s intricate and the plot is solid yet I did not enjoy it as much as I have
lesser books in the subgenre Even Brick s narration did not help but perhaps that s because
the characters weren t suited for Brick s talent with snark.I KIV d this series because I had
read so many good reviews but my own experience hasn t quite borne that out It was heavy
and plodding through much of the book with insufficient suspenseful moments to lift it out It
will be awhile before I attempt the third book. ^Free E-pub ? Broken Angels ☞ Eine Klare
Nacht In Philadelphia Eine Sch Ne Junge Frau In Einem Wei En Kleid Sitzt Am Ufer Des
Flusses Und Starrt Mit Gro En Augen Zum Mond Auf Den Ersten Blick Sieht Sie Aus Wie
Eine M Rchenfee, Bedeckt Von Einer Glitzernden Schicht Aus Eis Auf Den Zweiten Blick
Sieht Man, Dass Ihre Schuhe Fehlen Und Ihre F E Eine Spur Von Weiteren Leichen F Hrt
Den Schuykill River Hinauf Verzweifelt Versuchen Jessica Balzano Und Kevin Byrne,
Detectives Der Mordkommission, Die Zeichen Zu Deuten, Die Der T Ter Hinterl Sst Was
Hat Der Verr Ckte Im Sinn, Der Im Licht Des Vollmonds Grausige M Rchen Inszeniert Und
Wer T Tet Die Verd Chtigen
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